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Hot Chick Has Boyfriend Now, 
Sources Say

Per Capita St. Louis Population 
Remains Steady at One

Astroturfing Not a Problem, Say 
Anonymous Bloggers

Freshman Reinvents Himself 
for College by Becoming Bigger 

Douchebag

Hilarious ResLife Worker Puts Freshman 
Roommates With Same Name Together

“I’m not gonna be in my room 
much anyway,” says Junior with 

Terrible Living Arrangement
page 18

Sophomore Forgot How Ugly 
Friends Are

usan Masterson, a twelve 
year veteran of Wash-
!"#$%"&'"!()*+!$,-+&./01)&

of Residential Life, has always 
had a sense of humor. On her 
43rd birthday, she removed two 
12"34)+& /*%5& 6)*& 127)& $%& #!()&
her friends the impression that 
she was only 41. She regularly 
/%*82*3+& /9"",& 12$& :!1$9*)+&
+6)& 0"3+& %"& $6)& !"$)*")$& $%&
her friends. She even baked a 
127)& /%*& 2& *)$!*!"#& 1%44)2#9)&
%"& 86!16& +6)& 8*%$)& !"& !1!"#;&
“Hope retirement is sweet!” 
But this summer Masterson has 
$%::)3& 6)*+)4/<& +6)& 62+& :421)3&
freshman roommates with the 
)=21$&+25)&0*+$&"25)&$%#)$6)*>

“It was just a burst of inspira-
tion,” said a beaming Masterson, 
169174!"#& $%& 6)*+)4/>& ?@& 82+&
looking at who might be a 
#%%3& 0$& /%*& A)"& B%8)44;& #!()"&
6!+& 4!(!"#& :*)/)*)"1)+;& 2"3& @&
+28&$62$&6)&52$16)3&9:&:*)$$,&
well with Ben Weatley. Then I 

thought, oh my gosh, wouldn’t 
it be funny if Ben and Ben were 
roommates?”

C6)& 5%();& 86!16& 1%5)3,&
29$6%*!$!)+& 2*)& 1244!"#& ?!"#)-
nious” and “groundbreaking”, 
!+& D)4!)()3& $%& D)& $6)& 0*+$& +916&
pairing in Residential Life history, 
and by far the funniest. The 
funniest assignment previously 
was on Beaumont 2 in 1983, 
86)"&2&$*!:4)&1%"+!+$)3&%/&$6*))&
girls from California. This one 
tops it though, with the poten-
$!24& /%*& "25)E1%"/9+!%"ED2+)3&
1%5)3,&%/&")2*&6!+$%*!1&:*%:%*-
tions. For their parts, Lowell 
2"3& F)2$4),& 2*)& )=1!$)3& $%& D)&
:2*$&%/&1%5)3,&6!+$%*,>

“When I found out who my 
roommate was, I was in tears 
laughing,” said Lowell. “All this 
time I’ve been wondering what 
his name would be. Turns out 
it’s my name!”

“That’ll be easy to remember!”  
+2!3&F)2$4),&D)$8))"&0$+&%/&#!##4)+>

G=:)*$+& :*)3!1$& $62$& H%7)+&
like “let’s go to Ben’s room!” and 
“hey Ben, where’s Ben?” will be 
among the most popular of the 
*)+!3924& 695%*& 129+)3& D,& $6)&
assignment throughout the year. 
However, they’re not ruling out 
$62$&I%%*52$)+&8!44&24+%&$27)&$%&
saying “hey Ben” when both are 
8247!"#&$%#)$6)*&2"3&82$16!"#&2+&
both turn their heads. “The possi-
D!4!$!)+&2*)&)=1!$!"#;J&$6),&+2,>

Masterson, who has already 
been given a show on Comedy 
Central and has hosted Saturday 
K!#6$& B!()& $8!1);& !+"-$& +$%:-
ping with her knee-slapping 
2"$!1+>& F6!4)& +6)& 8%943"-$& $!:&
6)*& 62"3& $%%& 5916& *)#2*3!"#&
future drollery, she warned the 
F2+6'& 1%559"!$,& ?"%$& $%& D)&
surprised” if next year there 
were a set of roommates with 
the same shoe size. She also 
plans on adding more bear puns 
to the Residential Life experi-
)"1);& 1244!"#& !$& ?2"& 9"$2::)3&
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Bon Appétit unveils new 2011-
2012 staff with 50% more sass
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Student Asks Friend How Her 
Summer Was

“She’s like Hitler,” explained 
Philips. “You don’t know whether 
$%& *)+:)1$&6)*;&%*&62$)&6)*>&F2!$;&
Hitler’s a bad example. She’s like 
if Hitler and Mother Theresa 
were the same person.”

Despite the mixed opin-
ions people have of her, Lowell 
remains unperturbed. “I don’t 
see what the big deal is. It 
seems like a pretty normal 
question to me. What—” at 
86!16& :%!"$& +6)& 2+7)3& +%5)-
thing this newspaper does not 
12*)&$%&:*!"$>

Let’s just say, it wasn’t 
“what’s that smell.”

L%+$& +$93)"$+& )16%)3&
M6!4!:+-& +)"$!5)"$;& )+:)1!244,&
8!$6&$6)&:*)+)"1)&%/&+%&52",&
5%*)& 1%"()"$!%"24& *)9"!%"E
$,:)&N9)+$!%"+&+916&2+&6%8&!+&
your aunt doing, what’s that 
+5)44;& 2*)& $6%+)& ")8& +%17+;&
2"3& 6%8& 3%& ,%9& 2"$!1!:2$)&
your winter will be.

“I guess the main thought 
going through my mind when 
she asked me was wondering 
862$&+6)&82+&$*,!"#&$%&211%5-
plish by asking me that ques-
tion,” said Hale. “I mean, 
obviously she asked it to get 
attention. But was there a more 
sinister motive as well?”

Lowell has a known wild 
+!3);& 86!16& 82+& 52"!/)+$)3&
most notably when she asked 
her friend who was eating 
soup at the time how her soup 
was. The Summer Question, 
however—as it is now known 
2*%9"3&125:9+O!+&#2*")*!"#&
)()"&5%*)& :9D4!1!$,& $62"& $6)&
+%9:& %");& 429"16!"#& B%8)44&
into a unique position of noto-
*!)$,&2*%9"3&125:9+>

?@&+28&6)*&)2$!"#&49"16&$6)&
other day,” said Morrow. “I got 
$6!+&+6!()*&%/&)=1!$)5)"$&86)"&
I saw her. I wondered what 
+%*$& %/& 1*2P,& N9)+$!%"+& +6)&
5!#6$&D)&2+7!"#>&Q9/01)&$%&+2,&
@& 3!3"-$& 12*)& $%& 0"3& %9$& 2"3&
moved to another table.”

In a landmark question that 
!+& +9*)& $%&162"#)&6%8&1%44)#)&
+$93)"$+& !"$)*21$& 8!$6& %")&
another upon returning to 
+16%%4& !"& $6)& /244;& +%:6%5%*)&
Jennifer Lowell asked friend 
Madison Hale last week how 
her summer was. The unsus-
:)1$!"#& R24)& 82+& *!#6$/944,&
$27)"& 2D217& D,& $6)& N9)+$!%"&
2"3& :9$& !"& 2"& 9"1%5/%*$2D4)&
:%+!$!%"&+6)&623&"%&)=:)*!)"1)&
in dealing with.

“I just sort of froze and 
+$255)*)3& "%"+)"+!1244,& /%*&
a bit,” the visibly shaken New 
York native said. “I wasn’t 
%//)"3)3&:)*&+);& !$& H9+$&129#6$&
me totally off guard that she 
8%943& 2+7& +916& 2& N9)+$!%">&
Holy shit.”

F%*3&+:*)23&N9!174,&2*%9"3&
125:9+&2D%9$&$6)&9$$)*2"1)&%/&
+916&2"&9"%*$6%3%=&N9)+$!%";&
with more than a few brazen 
!"3!(!3924+&1%"$)5:42$!"#&86!:-
ping it out themselves.

“I’m totally gonna ask that 
question to my friend Ryan!” 
169174)3&H9"!%*&S*)3&L%**%8>&
“Nah, I’m just kidding I 
wouldn’t do that. Too weird.”

Others, like junior Harriet 
Philips, were less restrained. “I 
5)2";&$6)%*)$!1244,&!$&5!#6$&D)&2&
#%%3&82,&$%&0"3&%9$&2D%9$&+%5)-
one’s summer. It would just never 
%119*&$%&5)&$%&21$9244,&2+7&!$>J

Lowell. Just look at her. The audacity!

1%5)3,&#%435!")>J
As of press time, Weatley thinks Lowell 

+6%943&:2,& /%*& $6)&5!1*%82()& +!"1)&6)&D*%9#6$&
the mini-fridge.
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WUnderground is WashU’s  
:*)5!)*&T%"4,U&+2$!*!124& 

newspaper and should be taken 
about as seriously as the Big 

Bang. The news reported by this 
:2:)*&!+&1%5:4)$)4,& 

01$!$!%9+;&2$&4)2+$&$%&%9*& 
7"%84)3#)>&V",&*)+)5D42"1)& 

to persons living, ailing or dead 
is entirely intentional.
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21)D%%7;& $6)& :%:942*& +%1!24&
media network and stalking/
:)3%:6!4)ZD217#*%9"3E16)17E

2"3E"%$E235!$$)3E!"E$%E1%44)#)E
D)129+)E%/E2E+%4%E19:&3)(!1);&233)3&
2&?Q69$&$6)&S917&':J&&[QCS'\&D9$$%"&
last week to go beside the popular 
“like” button below all posts on 
the website. The feature has proven 
immensely popular during its short 
)=!+$)"1);&:*%(!3!"#&*)4!)/&$%&5!44!%"+&
%/& :!++)3& %//& S21)D%%7& 9+)*+& 86%&
12"& "%8& )=:*)++& $6)!*& +)"$!5)"$+&
2D%9$&$6)&(2+$&52H%*!$,&%/&S21)D%%7&
1%"$)"$&8!$6& 2& +!5:4)& D9$$%"& 14!17>&
Although hurt feelings are up 69% 
+!"1)& $6)& 233!$!%";& $6)& 5%()& 62+&
generally garnered praise.

“We were getting many requests 
/%*& 2& ?3!+4!7)J& D9$$%";& D9$& 3)1!3)3&
$62$& $6)& QCS'& D9$$%"& 82+& 5916&
more relevant,” explained Phyllis 
Q5!$6;& 2& :*%#*255)*& 2$& S21)D%%7>&
“And when people write to us and 
1%5:42!"& 2D%9$& !$+& ]1*93)")++;-& %*&

we get an angry mother saying how 
8)-()& +%5)6%8&52"2#)3& $%&0"3&2&
")8& 82,& $%& 1%**9:$& 6)*& 16!43*)";&
8)&12"&+!5:4,&*):4,;&?Q69$&C6)&S917&
':J&8!$6& $6)& 14!17& %/& 2& D9$$%">& @-44&
tell you, it has made our jobs here at 
S21)D%%7&^9+$%5)*&Q)*(!1)&2&86%4)&
lot easier.”

For those wondering where the 
STFU button might be useful, Smith 
)"1%9*2#)+&9+)*+&$%&16)17&%9$&$6)!*&
newsfeeds right now. There is sure 
$%&D)&2$&4)2+$&%")&%()*4,&2//)1$!%"2$)&
1%9:4)& !"$)*21$!%";& 2"& 9"1%5/%*$-
2D4,& 3):*)++!"#& +$2$9+& 1244!"#& /%*&
/*!)"3+;&%*&2&:6%$%&1%55)"$&?Q%.%.&
R.CCCCJ&$*,!"#&$%&1%5/%*$&2"&9#4,&
person, she says. “It’s about time 
you tell these people to shut the 
/917& 9:>& C*9+$& 5);& !$-44& /))4& #*)2$;J&
she assured.

C!5!3&S21)D%%7&9+)*+&!"&:2*$!1-
ular have taken a liking to the new 
feature.

“I’ve wanted to tell people to shut 

S21)D%%7&V33+&V&?Q69$&C6)&S917&':J&A9$$%"
$6)&/917&9:&%"&S21)D%%7&/%*)()*&"%8;J&
says sophomore Matt Winslow. “But 
$%& 21$9244,& 1%55)"$& $6)& 8%*3+>>>& @&
dunno, I felt a little hesitant. But with 
this new button, oh my gosh, the 
world is my oyster. It feels amazing! 
I just did it to 69% of my newsfeed!”

Q5!$6& 24+%& "%$)+& $62$& ,%9& 12"&
)()"& $)44& ,%9*+)4/& $%&Q69$&C6)&S917&
Up, should the need arise. This 
%:$!%"&!+&:2*$!1942*4,&9+)/94&/%*&211!-
dental drunk posts, those suffering 
from multiple personality disorder, 
and emo kids. There’s even the 
option of anonymously hitting the 
STFU button, for those people who 
want to maintain their relation-
ships but still have people shut the 
/917&9:>&C6!+&/)2$9*)&*)244,&1%5)+&!"&
handy for shutting up the girl you 
like and telling grandma to STFU 
2D%9$&6)*&7"!$$!"#&149D>

When asked about the possi-
D!4!$,& %/&5%*)& S21)D%%7& /)2$9*)+& $%&
expedite rudeness in the future, 
Q5!$6& D)25)3& 8!$6& )=1!$)5)"$>&
“We’re working on a feature that will 
29$%E+)"3& 5)++2#)+& $%& )()*,& S21)-
book friend of yours who you didn’t 
invite to an event, alerting them of 
$6)!*& )=149+!%"& 2"3&6%8&5916&%/& 2&
loser they probably are. Should be a 
*)24&827)&9:&1244&$%&244&$6)&3%*7+&%9$&
there!”

Hold on to that self-esteem folks, 
S21)D%%7&!+&%"&2&*%44W

F

A new study published by 
*)+)2*16)*+& 2$& F2+6!"#$%"& '"!()*-
+!$,&+16%%4&%/&5)3!1!")&+9##)+$+&$62$&
D)!"#&24!();&2&*2*)&1%"3!$!%"&!"&86!16&
%")&!+&1%5:%+)3&)"$!*)4,&%/&#*%8!"#&
2"3& *):*%391!"#& %*#2"!1& 52$$)*;&
3*252$!1244,& !"1*)2+)+& 2& :)*+%"-+&
4!7)4!6%%3&%/&3)()4%:!"#&12"1)*>

The results are based on a 
0()E,)2*& +$93,& $62$& 1%5:2*)3& $6)&
:)*1)"$2#)& %/& 4!(!"#& :)%:4)& 86%&
3)()4%:)3& 12"1)*& 8!$6& $62$& %/& 2&
group of dead bodies. “We had 
no idea the results would be this 
3*252$!1;J& "%$)3& *)+)2*16)*& _%D)*$&
B2*+%";&86%&125)&9:&8!$6&$6)&!3)2&
for the study after observing that 
"%")& %/& $6)& 0/$,E+)()"& :2:)*& 14!:+&

on his desk had ever exhibited any 
+!#"+& %/& 12"1)*>& ?F6)*)2+& 52",& %/&
%9*&4!(!"#&+9DH)1$+&$)+$)3&:%+!$!()&/%*&
(2*!%9+&12"1)*+;&"%")&%/&$6)&3)1)2+)3&
623&2",&12"1)*&2$&244;&24$6%9#6&$6),&
did smell worse on average.”

Though studies have linked 
52",& $6!"#+& $%& 12"1)*& !"& $6)& :2+$;&
+916&2+&+5%7!"#&2"3&2+D)+$%+&)=:%-
+9*);& ")()*& 62+& 2& 1%"")1$!%"& D))"&
found to be so strong with this wide-
+:*)23& 1%"3!$!%">& C6)& 0"3!"#& 62+&
4)3&5!44!%"+&%/&:2*2"%!3&1%"+95)*+&
to ponder their options.

“Well I’ve always avoided 
*!+7,&D)62(!%*+& +916&2+& $%=!1&82+$)&
1%"+95:$!%";& 62(!"#& :2*)"$+& 86%&
623&12"1)*;&2"3&#%!"#&%9$+!3);J&+2!3&

K)8&Q$93,&S!"3+&A)!"#&V4!()&@"1*)2+)+&
_!+7&./&^2"1)*

St. Louis native Noah Bartley. “But I 
never would have guessed that this 
whole being alive thing might be 
putting me at risk as well. Guess I’ll 
have to stop doing that now too.” 

C6)& +$93,-+& +6%17!"#& 1%"149-
sions have prompted the Depart-
5)"$&%/&R)24$6&2"3&R952"&Q)*(!1)+&
$%& 429"16& 2& /944E+124)& !"()+$!#2$!%"&
into other negative things poten-
$!244,& 2++%1!2$)3& 8!$6& 4!/);& +916& 2+&
sadness and herpes. In the meantime, 
#%()*"5)"$& %/01!24+& 62()& 82*")3&
1%"+95)*+& $%& ?G=6!D!$& 129$!%"& 2"3&
do their best to minimize the risk by 
2(%!3!"#&4!(!"#&/%*&)=1)++!()&:)*!%3+&
of time.”

F6!4)&5%+$&+$93)"$+&1%5)&D217&
$%& +16%%4& 8!$6& 2& ")8& 62!*3%& %*& 2&
sweet tan, Tony Zalvatorez’s summer 
162"#)&62+&4)/$&+$93)"$+&2"3&/2194$,&
+6%17)3>& X)+:!$)& 4)2(!"#& 42+$& /244&
8!$6& "%& /*!)"3+;& "%& +%1!24& 4!/);& 2"3&
the title “Biggest Dweeb,” it seems 
he has managed to do the impossible 
2"3&162"#)&245%+$& !"+$2"$2")%9+4,&
!"$%&$6)&1%%4)+$&7!3&%"&125:9+>&F!$6&
6!+& 4)2$6)*& 393+;& +4!17)3& D217& 62!*;&
2"3&")8&12$16:6*2+);&?R)))),%%%;J&
he’s got guys wanting to be him and 
everyone wanting to do him.

“You should have seen it,” 
said Junior Warren Williams. 
“We all just stopped and stared 
when he entered Bear’s Den for 

Q$93)"$&X))5)3&?C%%&^%%4&S%*&Q16%%4;J&G=:)44)3

$6)&0*+$& $!5)>& Y217)$& D4%8!"#& !"& $6)&8!"3;& 6)& 12454,&8247)3& %()*& $%& $6)&
H97)D%=&8!$6%9$&+2,!"#&2",$6!"#;&6!$&!$&8!$6&6!+&0+$&$%  

What is our resolution 
for the new school year?

24% Successfully repress last school year

47% Score some more meth

18% Limit meth to twice a week

63% Learn something! Haha just kidding. 
Get laid.
37% Find cure for herpes...uh...so I can 
get rich

continued on page 3
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S*)+65)"&G=1!$)3&$%&D)&^%5:4)$)4,&'":*):2*)3&/%*&G2*4,&F@BX&X2$)
F!$6& /244& F@BX& 1%5!"#& )2*4!)*&

than it’s been in years, freshmen 
21*%++&125:9+&2*)&)2#)*4,&282!$!"#&2&
1%44)#!2$)& D!"#)E3*!"7!"#& )=:)*!)"1)&
$62$&8!44&12$16&$6)5&$%$244,&%//&#92*3>&
Whereas in the past freshmen have 
623&$!5)&$%&2114!52$)&$6)5+)4()+&8!$6&
2& 4)()4& %/& 241%6%4& 1%"+95:$!%"& $6),&
8)*)& "%$& :*)(!%9+4,& 2119+$%5)3& $%;&
$6)& N9!17& 1%44)#)E$%EF@BX& $*2"+!$!%"&

862$& @& $6!"7& %*& 862$& @& 1*,& 2D%9$& 2$&
night. For your information, I went to 
4%$+&%/&+8)44&:421)+&2"3&623&4%$+&%/&1%%4&
)=:)*!)"1)+& $6!+& +955)*;& )()"& 8!$6&
5,&16*%"!1&3!2**6)2>&A9$&,%9&3%"-$&+))&
5)&I29"$!"#&!$;&3%&,%9`&

@&5)2"&6%")+$4,;&@&1%943&D*2#&H9+$&
like you do about what a great summer 
@&623>&@&1%943&$)44&,%9&244&2D%9$&6%8&@&
was getting three orgasms a day until 
5,&1%5:9$)*&3!)3;&%*&2D%9$&$62$&$!5)&
@&#%$&+%&82+$)3&@&D2*)4,&"%$!1)3&$62$&@&
was alone in my house on a Tuesday 
afternoon. But I’m also not a preten-
$!%9+&3%916)D2#&86%&12"&$247&$%&#!*4+&
without vomiting. I’ll keep my dignity, 
$62"7&,%9&()*,&5916>

It’s just intrusive, really. Your 
summer is your summer and mine 
is mine. If I wanted to know about 
,%9*& +955)*;& @& 8%943-()& 2$$216)3& 2&
$!",& 125)*2& %"$%& ,%9*& +9!$12+)& 2"3&
82$16)3&!$&9"/%43&%"&5,&8)D125&0*+$-
hand like a normal person. I didn’t 
do that, so leave me be. Don’t bother 
!"N9!*!"#& 2D%9$& 5,& 8*!+$& +12*+;& 2"3&
I won’t ask you about your Hawaiian 
1*9!+)>&B!()&2"3&4)$&4!();&#))P>

Q%& 6%8& 62()& ,%9*& 0*+$& /)8& 32,+&
D217&D))"`

 So thanks for telling me all about 
your fabulous summer, dude! You went 
to Italy this summer? You hooked up 
8!$6&2&D9"16&%/&6%$&G9*%:)2"&#!*4+&$6!+&
+955)*̀ &.6&52";&$62$&!+&+%O/917&,%9&
2"3&/917&,%9*&+955)*W

@& 3%"-$& 12*);&52";& @& *)244,&3%"-$>& @/&
,%9-44& *)1244;& @& ")()*& 2+7)3& ,%9& /%*& 2&
3)$2!4)3&3)+1*!:$!%"&%/&6%8&,%9*&#!*4-
friend DIDN’T dump you this summer 
and how your best friend from high 
+16%%4& ^623& X@XK-C& #)$& !"$%& 2& D!#&
0#6$& 8!$6& ,%9& 2"3& "%8& @& 62()& 4!7)&
"%& /*!)"3+& D217& 6%5)& 2",5%*)>& 
^%"#*2$9/917!"#42$!%"+W&

I had a great summer too, by the 
way. Not that anyone asks ME about 

Oh Yeah? You Had A Good Summer? 
S917&a%9*&b%%3&Q955)*W

by Jonathan Temmins

this year will surely result in a veritable 
):!3)5!1&%/&*)174)++&3*9"7)"")++&2"3&
241%6%4&:%!+%"!"#&$62$&$6)&")8&F2+6'&
students are eagerly awaiting.

“I’ve heard everyone gets wasted 
at WILD but I’ve never drunk before,” 
said freshman Kyle Sanders. “I’ll 
:*%D2D4,& 3*!"7& 82,& $%%& 5916& D,&
211!3)"$&2"3&:97)&)()*,86)*)>&@-5&+%&
/917!"#&:95:)3WJ

While Resident Advisors and 
G5)*#)"1,& Q9::%*$& C)25& $*23!$!%"-
244,& +))7& $%& )3912$)& /*)+65)"&2D%9$&
*)+:%"+!D4)&3*!"7!"#&/%*&$6)!*&1%44)#)&
)=:)*!)"1);& :2*$!1942*4,& !"& :*):2*2-
$!%"&/%*&F@BX;&$6),&217"%84)3#)&$62$&
this year there is simply not enough 
time to do so, and will therefore not 
even bother.

“If I tell my kids how to drink 

responsibly in just two weeks, they’ll 
!")(!$2D4,& /%*#)$& 5,& 23(!1)& 2"3& #)$&
+!17&2",82,&2"3& $6)"& @& 4%%7& 4!7)&2"&
idiot,” said Ruby 1 RA Arnold Wein-
stein. “Go nuts, kids!”

Editor’s note: Check out WUnder-
ground’s freshmen WILD casualties 
memorial issue in October!

@-5&Q%&G=1!$)3&C%&
Start College Here 
at Washington  
University!

Connor Zucker;  freshman

8!$6& 5,& I%%*52$)+>& C247& 2D%9$&
bonding! I feel like I’ve known the 
friends I’ve just made for years! 
@& 12"-$&82!$& $!44& @& #)$& $%& 7"%8&5,&
82,&2*%9"3&125:9+>&@$-+&D)29$!/94;&
D9$& 1%"/9+!"#W& @& 7"%8& @-5& #%""2&
2**!()&42$)&$%&4!7);&244&%/&5,&142++)+&
this week, but it’s okay. Everyone is 
so friendly and willing to offer me 
help. It’s really made the transition 
here very smooth. I guess what I’ve 
heard about midwest friendliness 
!+&$*9)W&.6;&5,&/*!)"3+&2*)&1244!"#&
me for dinner. Boost, the food here 
is so freaking good. My mouth is 
watering just thinking about the 
falafel. I love it here at Washington 
University!

F2!$& 2& 5!"9$)>& G=19+)& 5);&
where am I right now? Univer-
sity of Washington, right? I heard 
someone say Washington earlier, 
I think. Dammit, this doesn’t look 
/25!4!2*& 2$& 244W& X%& 244& 1!$!)+& 62()&
2*16)+`& @& %"4,& $%%7& $6)& 125:9+&
tour a few months ago... What’s 
that building? Is that building 
")8`& C62$& 3)0"!$)4,& 82+"-$& $6)*)&
on my tour. Something very 
weird is going on here. I feel like 
$6)&I!#6$& /*%5&M%*$42"3&+6%943"-$&
have taken so long. And I didn’t 
)=:)1$&$6)*)&$%&D)&+%&52",&:)%:4)&
/*%5&$6)&)2+$&1%2+$&2"3&5!38)+$&2$&
$6!+& +16%%4>& @& 62()"-$&5)$& 2& +!"#4)&
person from Washington here... 
@& 0#9*)3& 245%+$& )()*,%")& 8%943&

Josh Radin; freshman

F%8;&$6!+&!+&+%&1%%4W&@&25&21$9-
244,& +$2*$!"#& 1%44)#)& "%8& 2$& 4%"#&
42+$;&2"3&@&1%943"-$&D)&5%*)&$6*!44)3&
about it! I arrived in St. Louis last 
8))7& 2"3& @& 12"& 24*)23,& $)44& @-5&
#%""2& /244& !"& 4%()& 8!$6& $6)& 1!$,>&
C6)*)-+& +%& 5916& $%& +))W& b))P& @-5&
so overwhelmed right now, every-
$6!"#& !+& H9+$& $%%&)=1!$!"#W&.*!)"$2-
$!%"& 82+& 28)+%5)c& @& 12"& 24*)23,&
$)44&5,&/*)+65)"&I%%*&!+&1%5:%+)3&
%/&:*)$$,&5916& $6)& 1%%4)+$&:)%:4)&
)()*>& G()*,%")& 1%5)+& /*%5& +%&
52",&3!//)*)"$&D217#*%9"3+& /*%5&
244&%()*&$6)&1%9"$*,;&2"3&)()"&$6)&
8%*43>& C6),-*)& /2+1!"2$!"#W& V"3&
intelligent, too. In just a week 
here, I’ve already had some of the 
3)):)+$& 1%"()*+2$!%"+& %/& 5,& 4!/)&

Hey, This Isn’t 
University of 
Washington...

be from Washington. Why is the 
/%%$D244& 0)43& +%& +5244`& C62$-+& 2&
pretty awful drawing of a husky 
in the endzone. Looks more like a 
D)2*& $%&5)>&'#6;& $6!+&:421)& !+& /944&
of nerds too. There better be some 
+!17&:2*$!)+&4!7)&$6)&%")+&@-()&6)2*3&
about here. Where are all the hot 
16!17+&2$`&@&82+&$%43&$6)*)-3&D)&6%$&
16!17+&6)*)>&X255!$;&862$&$6)&6)44;&
University of Washington?

+$2*$&$6)&59+!1;&2"3&$6)"&+$2*$)3&527!"#&
out with some senior girl. I didn’t know 
we even had a jukebox!”

But even Tony Z’s libidinal aura 
12"-$& +2()& 6!5& /*%5& ?$6)& 52";J& 2+&
despite Tony Z’s newfound popularity, 
%*& *2$6)*;& D)129+)& %/& !$;& $6)& 235!"!+-
$*2$!%"& 62+& 3)1!3)3& $%& )=:)4& 6!5>& R)&
is now forbidden from even stepping 
/%%$&%"&F2+6&'&+%!4&9"$!4&6)&?1%%4+&%//>J&
?R)& 82+& +!5:4,& $%%& 1%%4& /%*& +16%%4;J&
+2!3& ^62"1)44%*& F*!#6$%">& ?B)$-+& /21)&
!$;&$6)*)-+&2&4%$&%/&+%1!244,&!"):$&+$93)"$+&
6)*)&2"3&%"1)&,%9&+$2*$&1%5:2*!"#&$6)5&
to Tony, well, it doesn’t look good. I 
5,+)4/&%/$)"&0"3&$6)&"))3&$%&$%")&3%8"&
5,& %8"& 1%%4")++& +%& 2+& "%$& $%& 527)&
others feel bad. Tony Z would do well to 
follow my example.” 

Indeed, with Tony Z around, the 
average standard of Wash U student 
2$$*21$!()")++& 62+& *2!+)3& 1%"+!3)*2D4,;&
2"3& +%5)& +$93)"$+& 2*)& 0"3!"#& !$& 62*3&
to keep up.

?R)& 82+& 1%5:4)$)4,& *9!"!"#& $6)&
19*();& 52"WJ& +2!3& /%*5)*& 69"7& A!//&
Wellington. “I mean, before Tony 
d& 125)& 2*%9"3;& @& 82+& 2& +%4!3& e& %*& f>&
K%8;& @-5& 4917,& !/& )()"& S!%"2& C6)& S2$&
Girl wants anything to do with me! 
@& H9+$& 12"-$& 1%5:)$)& 8!$6& $62$& +92()&
demeanor… or his smooth moves… or 
those awesome sunglasses. Honestly, even 
@&82"$&$%&#)$&3%8"&%"&5,&7"))+&2"3&+917&
6!+&3!17>&K%&6%5%>J

Adding to the problem, Eliot B, Tony’s 
")8&*)+!3)"1);&623&D))"&1%5:4)$)4,&%()**9"&

8!$6&/2"+&$*,!"#&$%&12$16&2&#4!5:+)&%/&C%",>&
?@$&82+&2&1%5:4)$)&149+$)*/917;J&+2!3&

C%",-+& *%%552$);& _!16!)& R%82*3>& ?A9$&
not like what Tony did Saturday night, the 
5)$2:6%*!124&7!"3>&C6)*)&8)*)&+$93)"$+&
4!$)*244,& 125:!"#& %9$+!3)& %9*& *%%5>&
V$&0*+$&!$&82+&7!"32&2""%,!"#&86)"&@&
623&$%&1%"+$2"$4,&+$):&%"&$6)5&$%&#)$&
inside, but Tony took me aside and 
$%43&5)& $%& ]̂ 6!44;&X233,E%J& 2"3& ,%9&
know what? He was right. I totally did 
"))3&$%&16!44g&24$6%9#6&@&62()&"%&!3)2&
why he thought I was his dad.”

Still, students are in an uproar 
over Tony’s expulsion, even going so 
/2*&$%&/%*5&$6)&]S*))&.9*&K)8&d24(2-
torez’ Committee, or F.O.N.Z. for 
short.  “It’s going to be weird with him 
gone, even though he was only here 
for a few days” said Senior Sandra 
Gee. “I mean, yeah, my grades will 
:*%D2D4,& !"1*)2+)& 3*252$!1244,& "%8&
that I’m not spending all day running 
off to furiously masturbate whenever 
@& +))&6!5;&D9$& $62$&82+&2&:*!1)& @&82+&
willing to pay.”

As for Tony Z, he didn’t have 
5916& $%& 1%55)"$& %"& $6)& $%:!1>& ?@$-+&
like I always tolds ya,” he said. “Tony 
Z was gonna have his time in the sun, 
and it was just too bright for some 
people. Besides, this gives me more 
time to devote myself to my two true 
passions: Casual sex and hard drugs. 
Heeeeyooo!”

b%3;&$62$&#9,-+&1%%4>

1%"$!"9)3&/*%5&:2#)&h



?L27)&$6)&:2#)+&%9$&%/&12"3,&+%&
when you’re done reading it, you 
12"&)2$&!$>&A9$&"%&+917,&/*9!$&12"3,>&
^6%1%42$)>&A9$&"%$&32*7&16%1%42$)>&

X2*7&16%1%42$)&+917+>J

Rachael Lossinger
Senior

As part of our ongoing effort to improve the paper, WUnderground asked students around campus for  
constructive criticism on how we can make WUnderground better for the 20112012 school year. WDYT?

REASONS WE’RE GLAD 
WE’RE BACK AT WASHU

Trevor Jenkins
Sophomore

“Needs more 
boobs. I like 

boobs.”
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?X%&2"&2*$!14)&2D%9$&
me. I’m hilarious!”

?L2,D)&+%5)&2*$!14)+&%"&6%8&$%&
527)&/*!)"3+&D)129+)&@&3%"-$&62()&
2",>&F62$`&L,&"25)`&L!16)44)&

West. Wait, no, don’t print that!”

?@&12"-$&*)23& 
D)129+)& 

I’m dead.”

Henry Oswald
Junior

Michelle West
Senior

George Washington
WashU namesake

Dear Dave,
I have a 7-year-old son, Trevor, who is 

#)$$!"#&D944!)3&2$&+16%%4>&L,&69+D2"3&H9+$&+2,+&
?D%,+&8!44&D)&D%,+;J&2"3&$6)&$)216)*+&3!+1!:4!")&
6!5&D)129+)&6)&0#6$+&D217W&C6)&:2*)"$+&%/&$6)+)&
D%,+&142!5&$62$&C*)(%*&+$2*$)3&!$;&D9$&6)&8%943&
")()*&69*$&2&I,;&)=1):$& !"&+)4/E3)/)"+)>&C*)(%*&
shouldn’t live in terror, and I’m at my wit’s end.

—Mother Against Immature Manhandling

Dear MAIM:
Whenb my son, Jim-Beam, was getting into 

!"#$%&'$&%(#))*+&,&$-./0&/1/-2$#.3"&$)&#/*45&$/'(#.3"&
him how to punch, and how to take a punch, and 
how to take a couple kciks, and a glass bottle. And a 
couple times I spiked his breakfast cereal to help him 
!"#$&6/$$/-7&830&#/&%$.**&9/4$&*)%.3"7

And don’t get me started on teachers. I was 
meeting my kid’s teacher and even though she was 
ovisbously coming on to me, when I tried to seal the 
deal, she freaked out. Suddenly she’s yelling about I 
have to get out and I try to explain myhself and then 
there’s cops and she claims that she can smell the 
rum on my breath. Hey idiot, it was whiskey.

Woemn these days amirite? But you know how 
it goessas. Y’know?

- DAVE

Dear Dave:
G()*& +!"1)& $6)& ")8& *)1):$!%"!+$;& ?V5,;J&

2**!()3;& 5,& D%++)+& ")()*& 5!++& 2& 162"1)& $%&
1%55)"$&%"&6)*&D%3,&%*&6)*&%9$0$>&V5,&!"+!+$+&
that she doesn’t mind, but I think that she’s 
8%**!)3&2D%9$&4%+!"#&6)*&H%D>&F62$&12"&@&3%`

—Respect Us Now

Ask an Alcoholic
Dear RUN:
It’s hard to answer your question becasue you 

didn’t include a picture of Mary. How am I supposed 
to know how hot she is? Because if she’s anything 
above an 8, it’s hard for me to criticize without being 
a hipocrit. 

There was this hot chikc named Sandra or 
Megan or something that worked at the front desk at 
my old job and whenever I stopped by, the conversa-
tion always got hotnad heavy until she said tghse 
had to make some phone calls right after I said hi.

My boss at that job was a total dick, too, always 
telling me to sotp yelling even though I was talking 
:;%$&!3/7&830&#/&'#0&$#/&3/-1/&$)&!-/&</&'=$/-&,&4'%%/0&
out on my desk and bootged all over my computer, 
even though that old bitch Alison had done the same 
thing, and he said

Alison was sick, well then maybe she shouldnh’t 
have been at work, and maybe I was sick too. And 
then he told me that he smelled my drink and I 
wouldn’t get any severance pay, and WHERE 
DOES HE GET OFF SMELLING MY BIG GULP? 
I NEVER GAVE HIM PERMISSION! And on my 
way out, I wanted to say goodbye to Megan or Jackie 
or whatever, and I would’ve gotten some action but  
security told me I had to leadve now, those dicks.

Anyway, RUN, unemployment isn’t that bad. 
Now that I don’t havfe a job, I don’t have to pace 
myself.

DAVE

Dear Dave,
I don’t want you seeing Jake anymore, Dave. 

Last Sunday you were supposed to take him to 
play mini-golf and you showed up drunk and 
D)44!#)*)"$>&R)&125)&D217&9:+)$&2"3&$62$-+&"%$&
$6)&)=25:4)&@&82"$&%9*&+%"&)=:%+)3&$%>&a%9&12"&
1244&5)&$%&+))&6!5&86)"&,%9-()& 4)2*")3&+%5)&
responsibility.

- Shannon

Editor’s note: Dave Wingsley’s advice 
column will be put on hiatus until further 
notice. We apologize for the inconvenience.

by Dave Wingsley

Far away from Mr. Johnson... 
so far that he’ll never find us... 
never find us...10.
Hometown smells funny!9.

The bitches. And I wanna go  
to a Cardinals game.7.
Plentiful supply of mozz sticks6.
Listened to “I Love College”  
a lot over the summer.5.
Mom kept hugging me  
and shit.4.
Roommate owes me five bucks.3.
Graduating is overrated  
anyway.2.

Left the good pair of boxers  
at school.8.

Had to piss during entire  
ride over.1.


